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Major Highlights:
Our CEO started the session by giving his appreciation for a better comeback 
in Q2 with the targeted production and sales.

He encouraged all, to hit the upcoming Q4 targets and emphasized on the 
safety aspect of maintaining zero fatality for this year, as only 3 months were 
left to complete a fatality-free year.

He talked about creating a work culture where the employees can be 
transformed into trainers who can help other employees to transform better.

On the operations front, we achieved good performance with the BF team 
achieving an impressive fuel rate, followed by us achieving 100% conveyor
-side guarding.

• 

• 

• 

• 

He accentuated waste management by building a good practice of No 
Leakage, No Spillage & No Wastage amongst the employees at the workplace.

• 

CEO Townhall-October 2023
Major Highlights:

The CEO initiated the townhall with a positive outlook on capacity expansion 
and business growth.

He emphasized on expediting necessary clearances and commended safety 
improvements in the plant.
Some of the departments were recognized for their outstanding 
performances in Q2.

• 

• 

• 

He commended the exemplary awardees for September 2023.• 
The highlights also included our youth's achievements, as our seven young 
archers from Vedanta ESL Archery Academy have been selected for the 
national tournament trials. Thus, for raising the benchmark at a national level, 
our CSR team was well appreciated for their outstanding contributions to the 
organization and community.

Lastly, he wished all for a joyful festive season, with an encouragement to 
strive for even better results in the workplace.

• 



Elevating our labs to new
heights of trust and quality

All our labs of SMS, WRM, BRM, DIP & 
Central achieved NABL accreditation. 
This incredible achievement enhanced 
our market access, compliance with 
standards, customer trust and competi-
tive advantage while mitigating risks 
and fostering continuous improvement 
and efficiency.

The ESL Robotics Club, recently embarked on a visit to BITS and GGSESTC, with the 
primary goal of facilitating mutual learning and providing a valuable opportunity 
for robotics enthusiasts. During this visit, they had the privilege of exploring 
various advanced laboratories at BITS, which included the Mechatronics Lab, 
Industrial Automation Lab, 3D Printing Lab, AR VR Lab and the PLC Lab, along with 
the GGSESTC's Project & Innovation Lab.

In Bar Mill, a successful third-party 
inspection of 360 MT of TMT rebar for 
export to the Ministry of Water in 
Tanzania was conducted on behalf of 
our client, JWIL. The materials met the 
quality standards and the shipment 
preparations were underway.

On the 25th of October, a Customer 
from Sterlite Power visited. The discus-
sion primarily revolved around the 
pending order of HC82B 7mm and the 
new orders for HC72B 5.5mm.

SMS team achieves new heights
in billet production

Discovering Tomorrow's Innovators
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Best-ever Quarterly Production

(Previous Best: 276 KT in Q4, 
Jan-Mar 2023)

At Palash, four of our distinct SBU teams (Iron & Power, Steel, DIP & Enabling) held 
an exhibition session during which they showcased benchmarking, plant perfor-
mance and key ongoing initiatives to our Sector CEO. Additionally, he virtually 
inaugurated the Ladle Refining Furnace 2 in Steel Making Shop with Saralle.

A special meeting was arranged to connect with the youth of ESL, where our 
Sector CEO, accompanied by the management, inspired young talents to explore 
innovative methods for improving their skills and learning in the workplace. 
During on-site visits to various plant locations, he engaged with employees on 
the shop floor, providing motivation for teams to elevate their performance and 
urging them to maintain their enthusiasm while moving forward.

ESL plant walkthrough by Mr. Arun Misra
 (Group CEO of Vedanta & CEO of Hindustan Zinc Ltd.)

Robotics Club tours tech colleges

DIGITAL & INNOVATION

277 KT
Best-ever Shift Production

(Previous Best: 1527 MT on 21st

March 2016)

1624 MT
Congratulations to the team for their outstanding performance!

Successful Inspection



Digital Park Inauguration:
A Venture for Digital Awareness

Throughout this excursion, our club members actively interacted with students 
from both institutions, who enthusiastically presented their own robotics projects. 
This experience undeniably enhanced the understanding and passion of our club 
members for robotics, nurturing a culture of innovation within the group.

Our in-house team has estab-
lished a digital park at Shikhar 
Gate utilizing scrap materials, with 
a primary focus on the mantra of 
'Waste to Wealth'. This initiative 
aims to promote Industry 5.0 and 
raise digital awareness among our 
employees. On the 5th of October, 
2023, the park was officially inau-
gurated in the presence of our CEO 
and COO.

Special thanks to the team mem-
bers: Sanjay Kumar Verma, 
Anupam Jha, Sachin, Samir Das, 
Vijay Ojha, Ashok Srivastava, Rohit, 
Ranvijay Sharma, Rajesh Thakur, 
Sanjay Kumar Singh, Rajshekhar 
Banerjee and VP Singh.
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• 
• 

HSES & SUSTAINABILITY
Glimpses of Electrical Safety Month August'23
Suraksha Vahan Awareness
Electrical Safety Skit (Nukkad Naatak)

• Cross-functional Audit across the plant

• Mock drill at Coke Oven
• Departmental Fun Activities

• Leadership Messages on Electrical Safety

• Poster Making Competition (20+ participations)

• Kaizen Competition (30+ projects) & Online Quiz (350+ participations)

• Training on electrical Instruments and safety by Mr. Indranil Ghosh (Trainer)



Community Development
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Teacher's Day celebrations across Vedanta ESL Institutions
Students from Project Prerna, Vedanta AAS Vidyalaya, Vedanta ESL Skill School and Archery Academy celebrated Teacher’s 
Day to show gratitude to their mentors. They expressed their appreciation through activities like speeches, posters and 
performances.

Vedanta ESL Nand Ghar marks the Nutrition
Week with commemorative celebration

During National Nutrition Week, team Nand Ghar organized events at 150 centers 
to promote health and wellness. In collaboration with Team Aarogya, they held 
an informative session at the Madhunia Nand Ghar Center, emphasizing 
balanced diets and the importance of proper nutrition. Over 45 women actively 
participated and gained valuable knowledge on the subject.

ESL CSR Team empowers minds
on World Mental Health Day

ESL CSR team marked the World 
Mental Health Day through an enrich-
ing & informative awareness Session. 
Renowned psychotherapist, Ms. Vaish-
ali Sharma having rich experience of 5 
years in the field of psychology 
conducted the session which 
witnessed enthusiastic participation 
from over 100 students from our CSR 
projects & various NGO partners. The 
interactive discussion delved into the 
various stress faced by students and 
practical strategies to cope. They were 
educated on the importance of seek-
ing help and provided with valuable 
resources for support. ESL CSR is com-
mitted towards community well-being 
by reinforcing their dedication to holis-
tic development.
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110+ units of blood donated to humanity
ESL CSR team in association with the Red Cross Society & Citizen’s Foundation organised a voluntary Blood Donation Camp 
on 13th September 2023 at OHC, 16 Khata. The event was graced by our esteemed chief guest Mr. Ashish Gupta (CEO & WTD, 
ESL) and guest of honour, Mr. U.C.Mohanty, (M.O. In charge, Red Cross Society) along with Mr. Ashish Ranjan (Head CSR, ER & 
PR) & Mr. Vijay Sindhu (CSO). 

110+ units of blood have been contributed towards this noble cause by our employees, business partners, vendors & com-
munity members who united & supported us in making this event a success. Vedanta ESL CSR extends its heartfelt gratitude 
to all the donors for their honourable contributions. We also extend our thanks to HSE, Admin, Transport, Security and Electri-
cal department for their support in organising the event.

Educate, Empower & Elevate

Nand Ghar recently marked the World 
Food Day with a series of informative and 
engaging activities. The main purpose of 
this event was to increase awareness 
about the importance of adopting 
healthy and balanced diets. This session 
aimed to educate the community on 
making informed dietary choices to 
support overall well-being. The event 
also featured a community rally to 
emphasize the significance of nutritious 
food options. Additionally, community 
members actively participated in recipe 
trials, sharing traditional and 
health-conscious dishes while showcas-
ing their culinary expertise.

ESL CSR team under its employee volunteering initiative- 'V for Society' celebrat-
ed the International Day of the Girl Child with the girls of Vedanta ESL Skill School 
& Archery Academy along with its employees on 11th October, 2023. The day was 
celebrated by playing various interactive games like pictionary, balloon walk, etc. 
which the students thoroughly enjoyed. The day was commenced by cake 
cutting & distributing various eateries contributed by our employees.

We thank Ms. Aleya Arshi, Ms. Kajal Singh, Ms. Sandhya Kumari, Ms. Shalu Priya, Ms. 
Riddhi Singh, Ms. Muskan, Ms. Komolika, Mr. Saravana Vishwa & Ms. Mangala 
Agrawal for celebrating this day with our beneficiaries and contributing in the 
community through this initiative.

Let's stand together to support and uplift these girls, as they are the leaders of 
tomorrow.

World Food Day celebration
by promoting health for all
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In Hazaribagh, Jharkhand, over 600 archers from various districts showcased 
their talent in the 15th Jharkhand State Tournament. Among them, the Bokaro 
district, competing under the banner of the Jharkhand Archery Association, 
emerged as the undisputed champions with 33 medals.

The seven exceptional archers from our academy shone as the State Champions, 
contributing significantly to this achievement. Together, they claimed a stagger-
ing 21 medals, including an impressive 16 gold, 1 silver and 4 bronze medals.

Excel 30's outstanding four students
reach new heights of excellence

Archers from Vedanta ESL Archery
Academy conquer 1st rank

KUDOS TO THEM FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT!

Once again, four of the exceptional students from our Prerna Excel 30 Centre, 
Bishwajit Choudhury, Vikram Kumar Pathak, Chandan Kumar Choubey and Prem 
Kumar Gope, have achieved a remarkable milestone by clearing the SSC GD 
Competitive Exam and receiving their joining letters. Our proud students will now 
serve the country; Bikram, Chandan & Bishwajit will serve in CISF, and Prem has 
been selected for BSF. Their incredible dedication and hard work at our Excel 30 
Centre have paid off, serving as an inspiring testament to what can be achieved 
with perseverance.

We extend our heartiest congratulations to them and wish them a future filled 
with continued success and pride.

World Rabies Day

A month-long Rabies Vaccination 
Campaign was organized at 
Vedanta ESL Steel Limited in 
collaboration with TACO & Hope 
Foundation in observance of Inter-
national Dog Day and World 
Rabies Day. The initiative aimed to 
protect the canine population in 
ESL CSR operational villages by 
providing essential vaccinations 
and reflective collars. Over 105 
dogs received Rabies vaccina-
tions and nourishment during the 
drive, ensuring their health and 
safety while proudly wearing new 
reflective collars.
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Congratulating Our Top Archers

Ms. Yavna Yadav, one of our esteemed archers at Vedanta ESL Archery Academy, has received a prestigious Modern 
Recurve Bow which can now enable her to participate in international and Olympic championships. This remarkable acco-
lade was bestowed upon her by Dr. Lambodar Mahato (President Bokaro Archery Association, & MLA, Gomia) in recognition 
of her exceptional accomplishments in the sport of archery. The ceremony was graced by the presence of Mr. Karan 
Karmali (Secretary of the Bokaro District Archery Association) as well as our esteemed Head Coach, Mr. Budeshwar Murmu.

Celebrating International Day of
Rural Women at ESL

Honouring our archery ace: Yavna Yadav

To mark International Day of Rural Women, the CSR Team presented Senior Man-
agement with handmade 'Bamboo Products' meticulously crafted by our women 
beneficiaries of Project Jivika. The beneficiaries wanted to honour the manage-
ment for their continuous support by crafting these beautiful eco-friendly 
bamboo products and offering them as a token of gratitude. This gesture by our 
women beneficiaries serves as a reminder of the transformation that has taken 
place in their lives and their journey toward economic independence and 
self-sufficiency. These bamboo products not only showcase the creative talent of 
the beneficiaries but also symbolize the sustainable income they have achieved 
through the training provided under the Jivika project.

Bokaro District Archery Association organ-
ised a felicitation program on 11th October 
2023 in which 7 of our Vedanta ESL Archery 
Academy's archers, namely Arti Kumari, 
Chitranjan Tudu, Yavna Yadav, Saptami 
Kumari, Suhana Parween, Tannu Kumari & 
Bani Kumari who won 21 medals in the 15th 
State Tournament at Hazaribagh were 
felicitated. Also, Arti Kumari and Chitranjan 
Tudu were felicitated, with an Indian Bow 
set to mark of their entry in the National 
Games representing the state of 
Jharkhand. This event was graced by the 
presence of Dr. Lambodar Mahto (President 
of Bokaro Archery Association & MLA, 
Gomia), Anjala Singh (Secretary, Bokaro 
Archery Association), Mr. Ajay Singh, (Inter-
national Footballer) and Mr. Karan Karmali 
(National Archery Coach).



Cleanliness Drive Inspires Community
Engagement and Environmental Awareness
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Vedanta ESL CSR Team embarked on a significant endeavour by organizing a 
cleanliness drive for the Swachh Bharat Mission, accompanied by a cleanliness 
competition among multiple centres of our CSR Interventions. The competition 
witnessed tremendous participation and enthusiasm from various centres, 
resulting in a vibrant display of dedication and commitment towards creating a 
cleaner and more sustainable environment.

In a tight competition, the top three positions were secured by Vedanta ESL Skill 
School, followed by Aarogya Health Centre in the second place and Manjhi Tola 
standing strong in third place. Over 150 individuals, including volunteers, benefi-
ciaries, villagers and teachers actively participated in a wide range of activities 
encompassing the Swachh Bharat Mission. Additionally, the event was graced by 
many local and government stakeholders. These activities included plantation 
drives, poster-making competitions, thorough cleaning of the locations, impact-
ful slogans and promotion of hygiene practices.

Taking a stand against HIV
On 22nd September 2023, an HIV Testing and Awareness Camp was conducted 
under CSR healthcare Project Aarogya at the chimney parking area. Around 70 
truck drivers availed of the testing service. Furthermore, the camp also facilitated 
the distribution of contraceptives to support the overall well-being of the com-
munity. The primary objective of this camp was to ignite awareness within the 
community regarding HIV, shedding light on this vital issue.

ESL CSR Nand Ghar team widely 
celebrated the National Nutrition 
Month on 26th September 2023 to 
raise awareness about nutrition 
among the community members. 
They were enlightened about the 
significance of incorporating 
locally sourced, nutritious food 
items into their diets. It was under-
scored that in regions like 
Jharkhand, replete with an array of 
nutrition-rich root vegetables, the 
inclusion of these elements in daily 
meals was highly advisable. This 
event was graced by the presence 
of distinguished attendees includ-
ing Mrs. Reena Gupta (Child Devel-
opment Project Officer of Chas 
Block), Mrs. Sabnam Khatoon 
(Panchayat Head Chandaha) and 
Mrs. Dipika Kumari (CHO), along 
with Mrs. Prabhati from ESL CSR 
team. Mrs. Dipika Kumari also 
spearheaded an informative 
session addressing Anemia 
among women. In addition, the 
event featured a demonstration of 
the Godhbharai Rasam, a tradi-
tional pregnancy ritual, and a culi-
nary trial showcasing nutritious 
recipes, all part of the overarching 
Nutrition Month program.

Nutrition Month:
Caring for the health of
women and children



V-GUIDE (Mentor-Mentee connect)
A flagship initiative, introduced with the aim of creating a structured platform to groom the new 
joiners by providing necessary support, guidance and nurturing.
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This program was intended to elevate the leadership skills of our women leaders 
through expert training in communication, negotiation, strategic thinking, deci-
sion-making, and networking. This workshop places a strong emphasis on 
personal and professional development, offering valuable one-on-one coaching. 
We would like to extend our heartfelt gratitude to Mr. Ravish Sharma (COO) and 
Mr. Anand Dubey (CFO) for their presence, which has been a tremendous source 
of motivation and inspiration for our learners.

“As we embark on this transformative journey, 
I'm inspired by the growth and empowerment 
our women leaders will achieve. The recent 
workshop is just the beginning.”

Tarang Women leadership & development
program by Harappa Education

LIFE AT VEDANTA

“Our commitment to fostering women's leader-
ship shines through this initiative. This inaugural 
workshop is a testament to our dedication to their 
professional advancement.”

Khirod Barik
 Dy. CHRO ESL

Ashish Gupta
 CEO & WTD ESL

Project Managers - Jithin K George & Anuva Kalindi

MENTOR: Sanjeev Tiwari

MENTEES: Vivek Kumar Shah, Arun Kumar Birua, Ankit Toppo,
Sanjeet Besra, Prasun Kumar Paul, Priyanshu Kumar

MENTOR: Durga Prasanna Panda

MENTEES: Suraj Oraon, Rupali Ranjan, Babli Kumari,
Sonali Kumari, Bhubaneswar Padihari

MENTOR: Raja Pandey

MENTEES: Komolika, Riddhi Singh, Prantika Mandal,
Naman Kumar, Bharani BR
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Campus to Corporate

Train the Trainer workshop
The ESL learning and development team organised a workshop called ‘Train the Trainer’ on the 12th and 13th of 
September from 10 AM to 5 PM in the TP Room, White House. Mr. Arvind Raikar from Tata Steel Management 
Development Center was the trainer for the session.

ESL Celebrates Vishwakarma Puja with Enthusiasm and Devotion

This 8-day workshop was a pivotal experience for all our 114 new joinees who were fresh out of campus. It was 
led by Mr. Ashish Singh (Star Consulting Global), a globally respected coach with a client list of 250+ organisa-
tions. The complete workshop was comprehensive with a diverse range of activities including interactive 
sessions, enlightening seminars and engaging networking sessions. It was meticulously designed to empower 
attendees with essential skills required in the corporate world such as workplace decorum, refinement in mail 
writing, long term career planning, strategy building, team bonding. 

Project Managers - Jithin K George, Anuva Kalindi and Aditi Panigrahi ensured a seamless and enriching expe-
rience for all, under the guidance of Ashish Gupta (CEO) and Khirod Kr. Barik (Dy. CHRO).

ESL celebrates Vishwakarma Puja with enthusiasm and devotion



Ganesh Chaturthi celebrations captured
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VDHM Bids a Heartfelt
Farewell to Our Beloved
Ganapati Bappa

THE ESL WALKATHON #RUNFORZEROHUNGER
On the 2nd of October, 2023, more than 250 individuals participated in our walk-
athon covering a distance of 6.5 kilometers in support of the noble cause of Zero 
Hunger. This event took on even greater significance as it paid homage to the 
enduring legacies of Mahatma Gandhi and Lal Bahadur Shastri. Alongside the 
walk, a dedicated cleanliness campaign was also conducted.

Throughout this remarkable journey, the atmosphere resonated with the vibrant 
spirit of VDHM, as participants fervently chanted the slogan "Steel Strong, Run 
Long," infusing boundless energy into their fellow participants and further 
enhancing the event's overall impact.

Special thanks to the Admin Team, HSE Team, Stakeholder Management Team 
and all the volunteers who helped make this walkathon a huge success.
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Fun at Workplace - Agglomeration
On 6th October, the HR Team (Iron & Power) organized a Fun at Workplace session 
for Agglomeration, where both the non-executive and executive staff members 
participated. The employees engaged in four activities: Balloon Inflation, Learning 
Strength, Protect your Balloon and Dumb Charades. These activities were 
designed to foster the essence of teamwork and increase trust and collaboration 
within the team. The winners were later awarded with chocolates.

On 30th September, the HR Team (Iron 
& Power) organized a Fun at Work-
place session for Coke Oven team. We 
thank all the best performers and 
other participants who actively 
engaged in the session.

Fun at Workplace Coke Oven

Fun at Workplace - QAD
On 22nd September 2023, the HR Team (QAD) organized Fun at Workplace session in Central Lab. We congratulate and thank 
all the best performers and other participants who showed their active engagement for the session.

During this session, organized by the HR (Enabling) on 7th October 2023, employees engaged in two activities the Save your 
Balloon and Cup Pyramid Race activities. These activities were designed to enhance teamwork and increase trust and 
collaboration within the team. The winners were later rewarded with  pens and chocolates.

Fun at Workplace - Commercial
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Fun at Workplace - Utility
On 30th September, the HR Team (Iron & Power) organized a Fun at Workplace 
session for the Utility Department where both non-executive and executive staff 
members participated. The gap and learning about the most recent safety 
incident was discussed. We thank all the best performers and other participants 
who actively engaged in the session.

Motivational
Workshop at ESL

The ESL Learning and Development 
Team successfully organized a 
two-day training program titled "Moti-
vation at Workplace". This training 
initiative was conducted in collabora-
tion with the Dattapant Thengadi 
National Board for Workers Education 
and Development (DTNBWED), under 
the esteemed Ministry of Labor and 
Employment, Government of India. 
The program aimed to empower 
non-executive employees with essen-
tial insights and techniques to 
enhance motivation within the work-
place. The training sessions were 
marked by fruitful deliberations and 
engaging discussions among the 
participants. This initiative reflects our 
commitment to fostering a motivated 
and highly productive workforce, 
aligning with the broader objectives of 
the Ministry of Labor and Employment
Trainers:  Mr. S Sarkar & Mr. C W 
Baidya (CBWE)

AWARDS

CONGRATULATIONS TO THEM FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS!

Chairman awards recognizing
remarkable contributions

“Digital initiatives at ESL are taken up to create value for customers, employees, and 
shareholders in new and innovative ways creating a 'Think Digital' people-driven 
culture.
We have implemented 'Historian' connecting the dots to capture data and AIML 
models to generate insights to make our decisions proactively.
The ESL digital team is committed and aligned with the business team to be 
future-ready and be more sustainable & and efficient towards Industry 5.0.”

“My aim is to enhance Ductile Iron Pipes' operational efficiency by implementing 
robotic arms and advanced process automation. This will improve product quality, 
boost production rates, and reduce fixed costs while minimizing manual labour.”

For sucessful implementation of 'Historian' system 
plant-wide, enabling a range of predictive model-
ing capabilities.

NEELIMA SHARMA
(CDO, ESL STEEL LTD.)

For generating concepts for expanding the 
capacity of the Ductile Iron industry and integrat-
ing robotics and process automation.

ANIMESH KUNDU
(HEAD OPERATIONS - DIP, ESL STEEL LTD.)
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TOP SPARK ENABLER

Top Spark Champion

For her collaborative prowess with 
start-up partners which truly fueled 
the organization's growth.
“Vedanta Spark 3.0 is a collaborative 
strategic partnership with start-ups 
creating high-impact business value 
leveraging breakthrough technology. 
Aligning to our Chairman's vision, ESL 
Steel Limited's digital team aims to 
inculcate a start-up culture and 
contribute towards building Atmanir-
bhar Bharat.”

“This prestigious recognition is a testament to our collective efforts in setting new 
benchmarks in value creation through volume, cost & safety improvements. It 
has been possible because of the incredible dedication, hard work, and unwav-
ering commitment of each & every employee & stakeholder of ESL Steel Limited. 
This award is not just a recognition of our past accomplishments but also a 

motivation to continue striving for excellence in the future.”

NEELIMA SHARMA
(CDO, ESL STEEL LTD.)

CELEBRATING GROWTH &
INNOVATION

Presenting the awardees at
VEDANTA SPARK 3.0 IGNITING FUTURE

For his proactive approach and 
adherence to Group guidelines to 
streamline contract processes effec-
tively.
“This depicts a classic team approach 
to deliver exhilarating results led by 
the group philosophy to enable start-
ups by policy guidelines, the finance 
team for assisting and foremost the IT 
team led by Mrs. Neelima Sharma by 
germinating the idea and bringing to 
fruition.”

(DY. CCO, ESL STEEL LTD.)

Chairman awards recognizing remarkable
contributions award for leadership excellence

RAVISH SHARMA
(COO, ESL STEEL LTD.)

BEST SBU LEADER

JAGESHWER VERMA
(SBU HEAD, SMS, LIME DOLO AND

SECONDARY OPERATION)

KAMLAKAR GIRHE
(HEAD, WIRE ROD MILL, OPERATION)

SHUBHENDU GHOSE
(HEAD, PAYABLE & INSURANCE)

RAJESH KR. PANDEY
(HEAD, TAXATION)

VIVEK VERMA
(HEAD, E-COMMERCE, FERROUS)

ANAND REDDY ARUN KR. CHHATRI
(HEAD, MILLS- BRM & WRM) (HEAD, SMS)

Winners of Individual & Team Award

CONGRATULATIONS TO THEM FOR THEIR

OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS!

VIVEK SANGHI
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CEO Kitty Q2 Awardees
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MEDIA
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CREATIVE ALERT

Deepshika Singh
( Department - Rolling Mill BRM)

Anagha Joshi 
( Department - Corporate Communication)

Nitika Baya
(Department- Project)

Riddhi Singh 
(Department- Finance)

Harsh Ahuja
( Department - Finance)

अमरजीत कुमार
असिस्टेंट मैनेजर, SMS ऑपरेशन 


